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“Pro Race” series
“Pro Race” series came to upgrade your sea sports ventures. Sailors, water-skiers, surfers, windsurfers, wakeboarders or snorkeling and kayak devotees select “Pro Race” quality for the sea. Regain adrenalin 
wearing your “Pro Race” shield.

Neoprene Full Wetsuit “Pro Race” 3:2mm
Full wetsuits are your winter sport garment for the sea. It offers you up to 1-hour protection from 8°C cold waters with 3:2mm neoprene thickness. Your main 
body is covered with 3mm neoprene thickness, while your legs and arms are covered with 2mm neoprene thickness. Therefore, the neoprene suit keeps 
your body warm and offers you high degree of flexibility. Flatlocked seams, waterproof back zipper, adjustable neck and aqua stops at limb-ends’ prevent 
water leaks and keep you warm. Wind resistance is provided to your chest and back, which are covered by an additional overlay of impermeable fabric. This 
wetsuit is equipped with special kneecaps and a hidden small pocket (at the back) for your keys.

For Children
Code.......70531     70532     70533     70534     70535
Size.........  JS          JM           JL          JXL         JXXL

Code.......70526     70527     70528     70529     70530
Size.........  S            M             L             XL          XXL

For Ladies

For Men

Code.......70521     70522     70523     70524     70525
Size.........   S            M             L            XL          XXL

For Men

For Ladies
For Children

Neoprene Wetsuit “Pro Race” Shorty 2,5mm
In warm weather conditions, “Shorty” wetsuits with 2.5mm neoprene thickness warranty you flexibility, impermeability and UV protection. 
This wetsuit is entirely sealed with flatlocked seams and aqua stops at sleeves edges and trouser-ends to prevent water flows. Two smooth 
overlays at the front and back of the wetsuits offer you wind resistance, in chilly days. All “Pro Race” wetsuits include waterproof back zipper 
and adjustable neck to embrace your body. There is a special pocket for your key from the inside of the wetsuit next to the zipper. 

For Men

For Ladies

Code.......70511     70512     70513     70514     70515
Size........   S            M             L           XL           XXL

For Ladies

For Men

Code.......70506     70507     70508     70509     70510
Size.........    S            M             L           XL          XXL

ACTION
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ACTION

For Adults

Long sleeves

For Children

Code.......70536     70537     70538     
Size........     S            M             L     

Short sleeves

For Adults For Children

Code.......70539     70540     70541     70542     
Size........    JS          JM           JL          JXL     

Code.......70543     70544     70545     
Size........     S            M             L     

Code.......70546     70547     70548     70549     
Size........    JS          JM           JL          JXL     

For Children
For Children
Code.......70516     70517     70518     70519     70520
Size.......    JS          JM           JL          JXL         JXXL

Neoprene Wetsuit “Pro Race Thermal” Shorty 1mm 
The “Shorty” Wetsuit for children uses thermal technology, which makes 
it breathable, while it protects your child from water irritations and UV 
radiation. It has 1mm neoprene thickness to keep your child warm and 
flatlocked seams to prevent water leaks. The adjustable neck shut offers 
absolute hang of the wetsuit on your child’s body. In addition, the thermal 
backing of “Shorty” wetsuit allows your child to make abrupt movements 
and stay cosy, as thermal overlay is light and smooth. Thermal wetsuit 
closes easily with a mackintosh back zipper.      

“Rash Guards”SPF 50+
Rash Guards are shirts made of spandex and nylon to protect the skin from sunburns and water irritations. They offer over 50oC UV protection and are a light top for water sports. When the weather is too 
warm for a wetsuit, rash guards safeguard your body from water and wave irritations or chafes on rough surfaces. In addition, their special elastic fabric makes sweat evaporate faster than regular fabrics, 
keeping you warm and opulent. “Pro Race” Rash Guards come in short and long sleeves version for your annual protection.
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Flatlock Stitch
The flatlock stitch is suitable for wetsuits usually worn in warmer 
weather conditions, made of neoprene up to 3mm in thickness.
Two pieces of neoprene are butted against each other edge to edge, 
and the stitching goes back and forth side-to-side, creating a very 
flat stitch (flatlock). You can very easily identify the flatlock stitch on 
the suit, by the thread on both sides of a wetsuit. Also, the flatlock 
stitch does not irritate the user’s skin, as it would if the seam ran 
inside the suit.

Blindstich
The blindstitch is the perfect solution for the construction of winter 
wetsuits, since it is a totally waterproof stitch.
Two pieces of neoprene are butted against each other and stitched 
together, with the needle going only half way through the neoprene 
before going back out. In this way, there is no stitch on the outerr 
part of the wetsuit. The edges of the neoprene are also glued when 
they are butted together before stitching, for creating an even more 
waterproof seam. Lastly, the blindstitch does not irritate the skin of 
the user, as the seam does not run inside the suit

Stitching 

Stitching Neoprene

Neoprene
Seam

Glued Seam

Wetsuit sizing measurements 

Dimensions are in cm 

MEN

CHILDREN

Size S M L XL XXL
Height 168-172 170-176 174-180 178-186 184-192
Waist 69 74 79 84 89
Chest 80 85 90 95 100
Neck 34 35 36 37 38
Neck to crotch 66,5 68,5 70,5 73 76

WOMEN
Size S M L XL XXL
Height 166-172 168-174 172-178 176-182 180-188
Waist 61 66 71 76 81
Chest 75 80 85 90 95
Neck 28 29 31 32 33
Neck to crotch 65 67 69 71 73

Size JXS JS JM JL JXL JXXL
Height 115-122 120-128 128-136 136-144 144-152 152-160
Waist 56 58,5 61 63,5 66 68,5
Chest 61 63,5 67,5 71 75 79
Neck 25 26,5 28 30,5 32 33
Neck to crotch 44 48 52 56 58 61

Sailing Shoes, 2mm 
“Pro Race” shoes are your stylish and comfortable footware for the beach and water-
sport activities. They have 2mm neoprene thickness and rubber soles to keep you 
warm and stable on rough surfaces. “Pro Race” shoes are flexible as they protect 
your feet from sand and water irritations. They are easily packed for beach walks and 
you will find them useful during boating, surfing or snorkeling, because they insulate 
your feet from friction on rough surfaces, rocks and coral reefs. 

For Adults

For Children
Code.......70558     70559     70560     
No........... 31/32        33         34/35   

Code.......70550     70551     70552     70553    70554     70555     70556     70557
No........ ..   36        37/38         39         40/41       42         43/44        45         46/47  
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SHIRTS

For a more complete and stylish look check out the SeaRay sunglasses, and the LALIZAS caps, and hats.

Code.......40673    40674    40675    40676    40677
Code.......40678    40679    40680    40681    40682
Code.......40683    40684    40685    40686    40687
Code.......40688    40689    40690    40691    40692     
Size.........   S            M            L          XL         XXL

T-Shirt Crew-neck 
The Crew-neck is the classic design T-shirt and it will be your close companion for the summer. 
Features: 
- Made of 100% cotton (180gsm)
- Available in 5 sizes (S-XXL) and in 4 colours (grey, white, orange, and ice blue)

Code.......40693    40694    40695    40696    40697
Code.......40698    40699    40700    40701    40702
Code.......40703    40704    40705    40706    40707
Code.......40708    40709    40710    40711    40712     
Size.........   S            M            L          XL         XXL

Polo T-Shirt Short Sleeve
This Polo T-Shirt is your favourite summer garment. It has been designed to suit both men and women. 
Features:
- Polo-cut neckline
- Made of 100% cotton (180gsm)
- Available in 5 sizes (S-XXL) and in 4 colours (ice blue, red, sand, and navy). 

CAPS & HATS

Code....... 40559     40560
Colour...... Black      Navy

Code....... 40558
Colour..... Navy

Fleece beret with adjustable strap
Made of polar fleece and
it is available in navy blue 
and black colour.

Fleece Neck Gaiter
Made of polar fleece making 
it suitable for the cold winter 
days. It can be perfectly com-
bined with various sailing jack-
ets. Available in navy blue.
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Code....... 40060     40070       40664
Colour...... Blue        Sand        Red Code....... 40556

Colour....Light blue

Code....... 40557
Colour.....  Blue

Caps
100% washed out twill cotton caps available 
in 3 colours

Sailing Cap with protective neck cover
Made from cotton fabric it features Velcro strap-closure at the 
back so that you can roll up the neck cover and wear it as 
a simple cap. Available in two sizes, child and adult, in light 
blue and blue respectively.

Child

Adult

CAPS & HATS

Code .......... 40115     40116     40117     40118
Size...........     S            M             L             XL

Full finger NEOPRENE Gloves
The uniqueness of this glove is found in the fact that we have cho-
sen to cover your hand 100% with neoprene; palm, hand back, 
fingers and side walls. In this way, we ensure that you will continue 
to have warm hands even if the glove gets wet, which is extremely 
important when you sail under wet conditions or when you are tied 
to the steering wheel. For a better grip Kevlar has been added on 
top of the palm.

Code.......70569     70570     70571     70572     70573     70574     70575
Size.......   XXS         XS           S            M             L            XL          XXL

Full finger Gloves, 3:2mm 
“Pro Race” gloves are your essential ally against cold and wind in water sport activities. 
Your hands are sealed with 3:2mm neoprene thickness for protection and flexibility in 
cold waters. Your palm and fingers are covered with smooth Amara leather for excellent 
grip of ropes, fishing guns, paddles and other sea-sport equipment.

Code .......... 40105     40106     40107     40108      40663
Size...........     S             M             L             XL         XXL

Code .......... 40100     40101     40102     40103
Size..... .......  JS           JM            JL           JXL

Code .......... 40095     40096     40097     40098     40662
Size...........     S            M             L             XL         XXL

GLOVES

Adult Children   

5 Finger Cut Sailing Gloves “KEVLAR”
Soft and comfortable 5 finger cut gloves with Kevlar palm reinforcement for best grip and durability. We’ve chosen 
Kevlar and its advantages with the very best soft Amara leather and elastic spandex to create the ‘ultimate’ sailing 
glove in grip and fit. The same characteristics are present also in the children’s KEVLAR gloves so as to protect 
the hands of your young sailors during sailing lessons.

5 Finger Cut Sailing Gloves “AMARA”
Our recommendation for best buy value. Made of very soft Amara, with elastic spandex back and padded palm. 
Our Amara sailing gloves offer comfort and durability for light work on the boat.

The best combination of safety and fit are the gloves with the 
PRO RACE buoyancy aids. (Page 38)
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SUNGLASSES

Sunglasses “Sea Ray-2”, polarized 1.50mm
Code ....... 40909        40910         40911
Colour........black      light blue     anthracite 

Sunglasses “Sea Ray-2”, polycarbonate
Code ........ 40912         40913            40914
Colour..........black       navy blue        orange

Sunglasses “Sea Ray-2”, polycarbonate
Code ......... 40915        40916           40917
Colour..........black          silver          orange 

Sunglasses “Sea Ray-2”, polarized 1.50mm
Code ......... 40918         40919            40920
Colour..........black      anthracite       navy blue

Sunglasses “Sea Ray-2”, polarized 1.50mm
Code ......... 40921        40922         40923
Colour..........black        orange         silver

Sunglasses “Sea Ray-2”, polarized 1.50mm
Code ......... 40924          40925          40926
Colour..........black         navy blue        silver 

UV Protection - A Critical Feature 
The most important benefit that sunglasses should provide is protection from ultraviolet radiation, which contributes to various eye diseases. Ultraviolet radiation has been linked to cata-

racts, benign growths on the eyes surface, cancer of the eyelid and of skin around the eyes, and photokeratitis, (snow blindness) temporary but painful sunburn of the eye’s surface. UV 
protection is the most important feature to take into consideration while looking for sunglasses. 

The FDA, the government agency that oversees sunglass manufacture and sales in the U.S., recommends that customers should look for sunglasses with lenses that block 99-100% of UVA 
and UVB radiation (100% is best) and therefore provide UV 400 or 100% UV protection. 

“POLARIZED” LENS:
The bright sunlight is reflected from many of the surfaces that surround us, such as water, snow, pavement, dust, buildings, ice, sand, wet road surfaces and windshields, and result to an annoying glare for 
the eyes that reduce contrast and visual sharpness. 
The eyes cannot eliminate reflective glare independently. The eyes require minimum amount of light to focus, so it must allow some light and therefore also glare. The result is tired eyes, headaches, poor vision 
and sun damage to the eyes. Even though the eyes can’t see it, the Ultra Violet rays from the sunlight are of concern, because of their long term damaging effects on the eyes. Polarized lenses are designed 
to substantially reduce or even eliminate reflective glare by selectively absorbing the light waves traveling in all directions except the vertical plane. At the same time UV rays are blocked. Bear in mind that 
regular lens that does not have a polarizing film does little more than darken the view of the un-protected eyes.
In other words, polarized lenses are ideal for everybody that want to avoid glare, and to improve their vision in the sunlight.

POLYCARBONATE LENS:
Polycarbonate is the most-used material for modern ophthalmic lenses. Consumer interest in thinner, more attractive protective lenses led to the development of special lens materials that would bend light 
differently than conventional plastic lenses. Polycarbonate was originally used for industrial safety glasses, now used for children, sports wearers, or anyone requesting greater impact resistance in their 
lenses. Polycarbonate lenses are thinner than standard plastic lenses for greater comfort; they protect the eyes from virtually 100% of the sun’s harmful UV rays and are hard coated for excellent durability 
and scratch resistance.

SeaRay’ Sunglasses
With the “SeaRay” sunglasses you will enjoy your favorite activities all year round and protect your eyes from the sun at the same time. The polycarbonate material used in 
the “SeaRay” sports sunglasses renders them safer and more durable to shocks than regular sunglasses. The lenses used are polarized or polycarbonate and can reduce 
glare and eyes strain, while improving visual clarity and enhance details. Additionally a durable thin film is applied on the “SeaRay” lenses as a final coating to make lenses 
more resistant to scratches. 

In addition to protecting the eyes from debris in the air, “SeaRay” sunglasses provide an important protection against the damage of UV rays. Their CE and UV400 approval is a guarantee of the high quality 
construction, and the protection that they provide. Consequently you may be sure that the ‘SeaRay’ sunglasses are ideal for use during sports and other activities that involve prolonged exposure to the sun. 
With the “SeaRay” sunglasses you can experience the benefits of both stylish and protective eyewear. They are available in a great variety of colours and types for the frame and the lenses, suitable for all 
ages. 

Sunglasses “Sea Ray-2”, polarized 1.50mm
Code ..........40933            40934          40935
Colour..... navy blue       anthracite        Silver

Sunglasses “Sea Ray-2”, polarized 1.50mm
Code .......... 40927          40928            40929
Colour..........black         Orange         navy blue 

Sunglasses “Sea Ray-2”, polarized 1.50mm
Code ....... 40930         40931          40932
Colour........black       anthracite      light blue 
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Wet Boots for kids
The ideal pair of boots for all children that are into water sports. LALIZAS children’s Wet Boots are constructed with 
Neoprene, and have rubber-reinforced toe and heel. Their non-slip sole gives better traction on all surfaces, even 
when wet. An easy slip-in zipper offers perfect fit. 
LALIZAS children’s Wet Boots are available in the colour combination of blue-black, and in four sizes.

Code ...........40431    40432    40433    40434    40435    40436    40437    40438    40439    40440 
Νο. ..............   38           39          40          41          42        43          44          45          46          47

Code .......... 40450    40451    40452    40453     
Νο. ..............   30       31/32        33        34/35  

Long-Leg Tie-Top Sailing Boots
Smartly designed LALIZAS Long Leg  Sailing Boots are perfect for sailing. Constructed from natural rubber with  razor cut non-slip soles for better trac-
tion. Hard wearing with extra toe and heel reinforcement. The tie top feature and cushioned leg top render them extremely comfortable to wear.
Available in navy blue with contrasting white trim, 10 sizes, 38 to 47.

Semi dry Boots, 6mm 
Neoprene boots protect your feet from cold waters. They are made of 6mm neoprene thickness to keep your body warm in cold waters. Blindstiched 
seams inside and outside the boots, waterproof zipper and a special neoprene cover behind the zipper to prevent water leaks. “Pro Race” boots com-
pletely embrace your feet with neoprene flexibility and the rubber reinforced toes and heels, which offer stable feet-holding, additional water resistance 
and protection from land or boat obstacles. “Pro Race” boots have thick rubber soles for better traction on all surfaces. The white rubber on the bottom 
of soles does not leave marks on your boat.

Code.......70561     70562     70563     70564    70565     70566     70567     70568
No...........   36        37/38         39         40/41       42         43/44        45         46/47  

Sunglasses “Sea Ray-2”, polarized 1.50mm
Code ....... 40945           40946             40947
Colour........black          anthracite       light blue

Sunglasses “Sea Ray-2”, polycarbonate, kids’ line
Code ........ 40939          40940        40941 
Colour.........Black         Orange       Silver

Sunglasses “Sea Ray-2”, polarized 1.50mm, kids’ 
line 

Sunglasses “Sea Ray-2”, polycarbonate, kids’ line
Code ........ 40936          40937         40938
Colour.........Black         Orange         Silver Code .......... 40942        40943           40944 

Colour...........black        Orange       navy blue 

SUNGLASSES
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Deck Shoes “Skipper”
Cruise in style with Lalizas Deck Shoes “Skipper”. Designed to provide comfort and durability, they are ideal for use at all times, while traveling at sea, or going for a stroll on land. 
The “Skipper” shoes are hand-sewn and made from premium Mexican leather with rawhide lacing. Their siped, non-slip rubber outsole has a special design so as to offer maximum traction and safety on any 
wet and slippery surface, such as decks and docks. Their classic moccasin design allows a perfect fit to your own foot’s bone structure. 
These versatile shoes are available in four different colour combinations and each in 11 sizes. They can be found in brown colour with white or brown outsole, Navy blue with white outsole and Navy/Brown 
with brown outsole.

“Skipper Classic”, 
Brown with White Sole
Leather

“Skipper Classic”, 
Brown with Brown Sole
Leather

“Skipper Deck”, 
Navy / Brown with 
Brown Sole
Leather - Nubuck

“Skipper Classic”, 
Navy with  White Sole
Leather

Deck Shoes “Skipper Classic”, 
Brown with  White Sole

Deck Shoes “Skipper Classic”, 
Brown with Brown Sole

Deck Shoes “Skipper Deck”, 
Navy / Brown with Brown Sole

Deck Shoes “Skipper Classic”, 
Navy with  White Sole

Code           Νο.
40561          36
40562          37
40563          38
40564          39
40565          40
40566          41

Code           Νο.
40567          42
40568          43
40569          44
40570          45
40571          46

Code           Νο.
40572          36
40573          37
40574          38
40575          39
40576          40
40577          41

Code           Νο.
40578          42
40579          43
40580          44
40581          45
40582          46

Code           Νο.
40583          36
40584          37
40585          38
40586          39
40587          40
40588          41

Code           Νο.
40589          42
40590          43
40591          44
40592          45
40593          46

Code           Νο.
40594          36
40595          37
40596          38
40597          39
40598          40
40599          41

Code           Νο.
40600          42
40601          43
40602          44
40603          45
40604          46

SHOES
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BAGS

Sailing Bag 
Lalizas bags are made from durable 600 D PVC coated waterproof Ripstop polyester. 
The bag is light in weight to please the most weight-conscious racer, while it is suitable 
for daily use. Features: 1 main compartment, 1 main side compartment, 2 side com-
partments, lockable zip, handle straps and detachable shoulder strap.

Code....... 40907

Sailing Bag with Wheels
For those wanting to keep their travel essentials 

organised, the large crew bag is ideal. Made of 600 D PVC 
coated Ripstop polyester it offers great water protection. 

Storage isn’t a problem with two heavy-duty wheels tak-
ing the strain of larger loads. Featuring 1 main compartment, 

1 front compartment, 2 side compartments, lockable zip, detachable 
shoulder strap, carry handles and extendable pull handle.

Code....... 40906

Back Packs
Made of durable 600 D PVC coated Ripstop. Padded 
back, contoured shoulder straps and nylon webbing han-
dles allow easy carrying. The roomy compartments of 
this bag let the owner carry as many things as they need. 
Featuring 1 main compartment, 2 front compartments, 
mesh pockets, a number of small hidden but easily ac-
cessible pockets to store your phone, water bottle etc. 
Code....... 40905

Sailing Bag with shoes compartment
This Lalizas bag has been designed for extensive use. It is made of durable 600Denier Ripstop Polyester/PVC. Its 
dimensions allow you to carry many items in its main compartment and in an additional one at the bottom of the bag, 
suitable for storing shoes. It has a detachable shoulder strap as well as plastic grips on the handle straps, for easier 
and more comfortable carriage.
Code....... 40908
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DRY BAGS

Dry Bags
The dry bag is an ideal product for river rafters and every “sea-man”. The Lalizas dry bags are remarkably 
strong and leakproof. Built from incredibly strong PVC. A three-roll watertight closure system keeps every-
thing inside clean and dry. Available in two colours: red or clear. The see-through model helps the user to 
locate the items he requires. Also available in four sizes

The wide range 
of Lalizas’ dry 
bags allows 
you freedom 
of choice ac-

cording to your 
needs.

To ensure maximum 
dryness roll the top 

of the bag down 
(closure system) at 
least three times. 

Clip the buckle 
in. 

When everything 
is ready, the bag 
may be carried 

or stored.

Dry Bag “Atlantic” 
The dry bags “Atlantic” are strong, waterproof, and leakproof, ideal for the heavy-
duty use of long trips. Their reinforced construction allows you to place heavy ob-
jects, while the clear PVC allows you to always get what you need without having 
to empty all the contents. The contents of the bag are sealed in, in the same way 
as the regular dry bags. LALIZAS Dry Bags “Atlantic” are available in four sizes and 
one colour combination, clear with blue bottom.   

Secure closure

Reinforced bottom
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Code Dimensions Litre Colour
10001 400Χ250mm 5 clear
10002 600X300mm 12 clear
10003 700X350mm 18 clear
10004 800X500mm 55 clear
10011 400Χ250mm 5 red
10012 600X300mm 12 red
10013 700X350mm 18 red
10014 800X500mm 55 red

Code Dimensions Litre Colour
10430 400Χ250mm 5 Clear
10431 600X300mm 12 Clear
10432 700X350mm 18 Clear
10433 800X500mm 55 Clear

Code Dimensions Litre Colour With handle
70291 400Χ200mm 5 sand
70292 550X200mm 10 sand
70293 500X250mm 15 sand
70294 660X250mm 20 sand
70295 600X300mm 30 sand •
70296 740X300mm 40 sand •
70297 400Χ200mm 5 Red
70298 550X200mm 10 Red
70299 500X250mm 15 Red
70300 660X250mm 20 Red
70301 600X300mm 30 Red •
70302 740X300mm 40 Red •
70303 400Χ200mm 5 Yellow
70304 550X200mm 10 Yellow
70305 500X250mm 15 Yellow
70306 660X250mm 20 Yellow
70307 600X300mm 30 Yellow •
70308 740X300mm 40 Yellow •

Dry bags with shoulder strap Ténéré
The new heavy-duty dry bag “Ténéré” is an ideal choice for kayaking, ca-
noeing, and rafting lovers but also for every “ sea man” as, its improved 
three-roll watertight closure system ensures that all the contents stay clean 
and dry. This hot air welded dry bag are made from durable PVC Tarpulin 
500D, 0.55mm thick, which makes it suitable for great load and heavy-duty 
activities. “Ténéré” is wipe-clean, easy to store and have a shoulder strap 
that makes it handy to carry on shore. Additionally, the 30Lt and 40Lt capac-
ity models have an extra handle welded on the product. 
“Ténéré” bags are available in sand, red and yellow 
colour and in 6 different sizes.

Handle
(in 30L & 40L)

Shoulder strap
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Code....... 10450

Dry Bags for handhelds
The ultimate dry bag for the protection of your handheld electronic 
equipment (GPS, VHF, mobile phone). Manufactured from durable 
vinyl, it has clear front panel, which allows you to see displays and 
button logos, and access most functions, without removing the bag. 
Furthermore each dry bag has a lanyard loop. Depending on the air 
captured and the weight of the equipment inside, the bags may or may 
not float. Although LALIZAS Dry Bags are manufactured to withstand 
harsh conditions, it is suggested that you test for waterproofness regu-
larly to detect any pinhole leaks. 

The sizes shown 
are when the bag 

is empty.

The dimensions 
shown are when 
the bag is empty.

Dry Briefcase 
LALIZAS Dry Briefcase has been designed especially 
for the protection of your boat’s documents. Manufac-
tured from durable vinyl, it has clear front panel, which 
allows you to see the contents of the bag. Furthermore 
each dry bag has a lanyard loop. The Dry Briefcase has 
the advantage of floating on the water, depending, how-
ever, on the air captured and the weight of the contents. 
It features an 100% waterproof seal with Velcro. 

THE ULTIMATE PROTECTION 
FOR YOUR BOAT’S DOCUMENTS

THE ULTIMATE PROTECTION 
FOR YOUR HANDHELDS.

Code Description Dimensions (cm)
A B

10440 Dry Bag for mobile phone 19 10
10441 Dry Bag for small VHF 35 10
10442 Dry Bag for VHF 40 10
10443 Dry Bag for small GPS 23 9,5
10444 Dry Bag for GPS 30 12,5

GIFTS
Sport Watch Water Resistant 
Lalizas’ sport line of watches was designed to meet your needs. They are ideal for using them in water, as they are water resistant.  Their elegant and stylish design makes them suitable, not only for swimming 
or practicing your favourite water sport, but also for any off shore activity. They feature functions such as alarm, stopwatch and snooze function, while they have a standard display with hour, minutes, seconds 
and date. They are also suitable for those involved with water often and/or professionally, since they feature a countdown timer. The Lalizas sport watches are available in two different colour combinations,  
black/blue and black/gray, while they are supplied in a gift package. 

Code.........    70160             70161
Colour.......black/blue       black/grey      

Sport Watch, with countdown function

DRY BAGS


